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Abstract 28 

Background: 29 

Viruses are the most abundant biological entities, and they play critical roles in entire ecosystems. 30 

Nevertheless, current knowledge about them is no more than 1% of the estimated diversity of the 31 

Earth’s virosphere. Oysters are filter-feeding molluscan bivalves and are ideal sentinels for marine 32 

virus exploration and viral ecology studies.  33 

Results: 34 

Here we report a Dataset of Oyster Virome (DOV) that contains 728,784 nonredundant viral 35 

operational taxonomic unit (vOTU) contigs and 3,473 high-quality viral genomes, enabling the first 36 

comprehensive overview of viral communities in oysters. As in other marine viromes, families 37 

Siphoviridae, Podoviridae, and Myoviridae are dominant in the DOV. However, Circoviridae is the 38 

most abundant family among the high-quality genomes, indicating that oysters may be their 39 

potential hotspots. Despite performing target amplification for RNA genomes, the diversity of RNA 40 

viruses was much lower than the diversity of DNA viruses. Notably, most of the vOTUs in the DOV 41 

were previously undescribed viruses and could not be clustered with any sequences in three 42 

reference datasets. Three approaches (based on references, vOTUs, and auxiliary metabolic genes) 43 

consistently showed that host health status, location, and sampling date had potential impacts on 44 

virome structures.  45 

Conclusions: 46 

This study highlights the practicality of oysters for marine virus exploration and provides a new 47 

direction to understand the relationship between marine bivalves and the environment. 48 

 49 

Keywords: Crassostrea hongkongensis; Bivalve; Mollusk; Metagenome; Circoviridae; Viral-Like 50 

Particle Enrichment; South China; Multiple Displacement Amplification; phi29 51 
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1 Background 54 

As the most abundant biological entities on Earth, viruses can hijack organisms from every branch 55 

of the tree of life. They play critical roles in host mortality, metabolism, physiology, and evolution, 56 

impacting marine biogeochemical cycling and shaping the Earth’s microbiomes (Fuhrman, 1999; 57 

Wommack and Colwell, 2000; Suttle, 2007). Culture-independent next-generation sequencing 58 

technologies have recently been used to explore the tremendous diversity of the virosphere from 59 

multiple samples, and as a result, viral genome datasets have expanded exponentially (Paez-Espino 60 

et al., 2016; Shi et al., 2016; Shi et al., 2018; Gregory et al., 2019; Wolf et al., 2020; Camarillo-61 

Guerrero et al., 2021; Nayfach et al., 2021). The Integrated Microbial Genome/Virus (IMG/VR) 3.0 62 

system contains more than 18,000 cultivated and 2.31 million uncultivated viral genomes, which 63 

were preliminarily clustered into approximately 935,000 viral operational taxonomic units (vOTUs), 64 

roughly equivalent to 935,000 viral species (Roux et al., 2021). Although significant progress has 65 

been made, these numbers represent only approximately 1% of the conservative estimate of the 66 

world’s viral diversity (Geoghegan and Holmes, 2017). There is an urgent need to expand the 67 

geographical and ecological diversity of the sample collection, and thus decipher the viral “dark 68 

matter” to the maximum extent (Krishnamurthy et al., 2017). 69 

Marine animals are teeming with viruses that inhabit the hosts’ surfaces, body spaces, and blood 70 

(Scanes et al., 2021). These viruses are known as the virome, forming a connection with their host, 71 

which is vital to the interaction of the microbe community both in and outside the host’s body. 72 

Oysters in family Ostreidae are molluscan bivalves and the most highly produced marine shellfishes 73 

in the world. China is the largest oyster producer, accounting for 85.3% of the world’s total 74 

production (FAO, 2019). As keystone species, oysters provide essential benefits to coastal and 75 
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estuarine ecosystems, improving water quality and providing a critical habitat for various organisms 76 

(Zhang et al., 2012; Powell et al., 2018). Oysters also have the potential to become ideal sentinels 77 

for marine virus monitoring and viral ecology studies for the following reasons (Bedford, 1978; 78 

Olalemi et al., 2016). First, bivalves, such as oysters and mussels, are sedentary and thus effective 79 

in monitoring the environmental conditions for a given area. Second, oysters and mussels are 80 

widespread species with large populations, a property that permits frequent sampling, comparisons, 81 

and statistical testing of results. Third, and most importantly, bivalves are filter-feeding animals. 82 

One oyster can draw up to 5 L of water per hour through their gills and concentrate suspended 83 

microbes and particles by factors of a thousand to a hundred thousand times their seawater 84 

concentrations. The enrichment of human enteric viruses (Newell et al., 2010) and mimiviruses 85 

(Andrade et al., 2015) in oyster gill or gut tissues emphasizes the ability of oysters to accumulate 86 

environmental viruses. The United States Mussel Watch Program is the longest-running continuous 87 

contaminant monitoring program, which tracks the contamination levels of more than 150 analytes 88 

in the environment by monitoring bivalve tissue concentrations (Goldberg, 1986; National Centers 89 

for Coastal Ocean Science, 2021); however, this program did not monitor viruses. 90 

The Ostreid Herpesvirus is the first reported and extensively studied pathogen for oysters and 91 

many other aquaculture bivalves (De Lorgeril et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2018; Rosani & Venier, 2017; 92 

Renault et al., 2000; Farley et al., 1972). Several suspected virus families have been recorded in 93 

diseased oysters, including Papovaviridae, Iridoviridae, Togaviridae, Reoviridae, Birnaviridae, and 94 

Picornaviridae. Previously, the identification of viral pathogens was based mainly on electron 95 

microscopy observations, which were seldom validated by nucleic acid tests or sequencing (Renault 96 

and Novoa, 2004). Rosani et al. (2017 and 2019) assembled 26 novel and nearly complete RNA 97 
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virus genomes from the public transcriptomic data of Crassostrea gigas and C. corteziensis, and 98 

Zhang et al. (2021) reported four new RNA virus genomes from C. gigas, which were recovered 99 

from a virome survey of marine invertebrates. Another 33 novel RNA viruses were identified from 100 

mixed bivalve samples (including two oyster species C. hongkongensis and C. ariakensis) (Shi et 101 

al., 2016). However, compared with the extensively studied marine virosphere, marine animal-102 

related studies are very few and mainly focused on transcriptomic data (Wolf et al., 2020), thus 103 

missing the more important DNA viruses in the marine environment. 104 

Here we report an extensive Dataset of Oyster Virome (DOV) that consists of 54 sequencing 105 

libraries from different tissues, sampling sites, and times of C. hongkongensis, the largest farming 106 

species of oyster along the coast of South China. Using viral-like particle (VLP) enrichment and 107 

different genome amplification strategies, we built a knowledge landscape of the oyster’s virome 108 

community, function, and influencing factors of both RNA and DNA viruses for the first time. This 109 

study increased the number of oyster-related virus diversities by tens of thousands of times, 110 

identifying that most were previously unrecognized virus categories. 111 

2 Material and methods 112 

2.1 Oyster sampling 113 

The oyster samples collected in this study span five years, from June 2014 to July 2019. We 114 

divided the samples into nine time batches according to the chronological order. In addition, all the 115 

samples were divided into four other groups: four amplification groups based on the amplification 116 

methods (whole genome amplification (WGA), whole transcriptome amplification (WTA), reverse 117 

transcription and WGA (RT-WGA), and double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)); two tissue groups based 118 
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on tissue origin (mixed tissues and hemolymph of adults); two status groups based on health status 119 

(diseased and moribund), and seven Site groups based on sampling sites (BH, HD, LJ, SZ, TS, YJ, 120 

and ZH) (Fig. 1E). In total, we constructed 54 sequencing libraries with 35 samples. For more 121 

information, see Table S1. 122 

For eight of the nine time batches, the tissues without the gonad from three oysters were mixed 123 

into one sample; the seventh batch was the exception. The first batch, dCh, contained samples of 124 

dying adult C. hongkongensis collected from an oyster farming area in Beihai (BH) of Guangxi 125 

Province in June 2014. The second batch had two groups, YJd and YJr, and contained samples of 126 

healthy adult C. hongkongensis collected in September 2015 from an oyster farming area in 127 

Yangjiang (YJ), Guangdong. The downstream amplification method for YJd was WGA (to detect 128 

mainly DNA virus genomes) and for YJr it was WTA (to detect mainly RNA virus genomes). The 129 

third batch had eight groups, LJd, LJr, QZd, QZr, TWd, TWr, ZHd, and ZHr, and contained healthy 130 

adult C. hongkongensis collected from oyster farming areas in the Qinzhou area (QZ) of Beihai 131 

(BH), Tanwei area (TW) of Huidong (HD), Zhuhai (ZH), and Lianjiang (LJ) of Guangdong Province 132 

in November 2015. The fourth batch had two groups, SZd and SZr, and contained healthy adult C. 133 

hongkongensis collected from the Shenzhen (SZ) oyster farming area in Guangdong in April 2016. 134 

(The letters “d” and “r” indicate WGA and WTA, respectively, in the third and fourth batches.) The 135 

fifth batch, ML, contained healthy adult C. hongkongensis collected from SZ in May 2016. The 136 

downstream amplification method for ML was RT-WGA (to detect both DNA and RNA virus 137 

genomes). The sixth batch, BH, contained moribund adult C. hongkongensis collected from BH in 138 

July 2016. The seventh batch had nine groups. GX, K1ZY, K2ZY, T2S, T4S, T5S, T6S, T8S, and 139 

ZH, and contained adult C. hongkongensis that were separately collected from BH in Guangxi 140 
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Province, Kaozhouyang (K#ZY) of Huidong (HD), Taishan (T#S), and Zhuhai (ZH) in Guangdong 141 

Province in May 2017. K1ZY, K2ZY, and T8S contained healthy adult C. hongkongensis, and the 142 

other groups contained moribund adult C. hongkongensis . The method of sampling in this batch 143 

was different from the method used for all the other batches. A 1-mL syringe was used to draw 144 

hemolymph from the pericardial cavity of oysters, and samples from 5–8 oysters were mixed into 145 

one sample. The eighth batch, os, contained adult C. gigas collected in July 2018. The samples in 146 

these eight batches were collected and preserved by the South China Sea Fisheries Research Institute 147 

(Guangdong, China). The ninth batch had two groups, HSd and HSr, and contained healthy adult 148 

C. hongkongensis purchased from the Huangsha Aquatic Product Market in Guangzhou (GZ), 149 

Guangdong, in July 2019; their original farming location was ZH. The samples in this batch were 150 

collected and preserved by Guangdong Magigene Technology Co., Ltd (Guangzhou, China). All the 151 

samples were quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen, temporarily stored during transportation, and placed 152 

in an ultra-low temperature freezer at −80°C for long-term storage. 153 

2.2 VLP enrichment 154 

All 35 samples were processed to enrich for VLPs as described by Wei et al. (2017) and using the 155 

online protocols (dx.doi.org/10.17504/protocols.io.m4yc8xw). First, 500 mg of mixed tissue, or 14–156 

34 mg spat mixture, was dissected and ground to powder in liquid nitrogen. The powder was further 157 

homogenized in approximately 2–5 volumes of sterile SB buffer (0.2 M NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl, 5 158 

mM CaCl2, 5 mM MgCl2, pH 7.5). After three rounds of freezing and thawing, the pellets were 159 

resuspended entirely in 10 volumes of pre-cooled SB buffer. For the hemolymph sample, 10 mL 160 

hemolymph was mixed with an equal volume of 2×SB buffer, then directly subjected to three rounds 161 
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of freezing and thawing. The following steps were the same for the tissue, spat, and hemolymph 162 

samples. All the samples were centrifuged at 1,000, 3,000, 5,000, 8,000, 10,000, and 12,000 × g for 163 

5 min each at 4°C using a 3K30 centrifuge (Sigma, Osterode am Harz, Germany), and the 164 

supernatants were retained. Cell debris, organelles, and bacterial cells were further removed using 165 

a Millex-HV 0.22 μm filter. The filtrates were transferred to ultracentrifuge tubes containing 28% 166 

(w/w) sucrose using a syringe. The tubes were transferred to an ice bath for 10 min before 167 

centrifugation in a Himac CP 100WX ultracentrifuge (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) at 300,000 × g for 2 168 

hr. Supernatants were discarded and the precipitates were fully resuspended in 720 μl of water, 90 169 

μl 10 × DNase I Buffer, 90 μl DNase I (1 U/μl), and incubated at 37°C with shaking for 60 min, 170 

followed by storage overnight at 4°C, and transfer to 2-ml centrifuge tubes. 171 

2.3 Viral nucleic acid extraction and amplification 172 

Total nucleic acid was extracted from the VLPs using an HP Viral DNA/RNA Kit (R6873; Omega 173 

Bio-Tek, Norcross, USA); carrier RNA was not used, to avoid potential interference with sequencing 174 

results. A Qubit™ dsDNA HS Assay Kit (Q32851) and Qubit™ RNA HS Assay Kit (Q32855) 175 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA) were used to quantify the concentrations of dsDNA and 176 

RNA separately. 177 

Virome studies are highly reliant on amplification because the viral biomass in natural samples 178 

is very low (Polson et al., 2011; Bar-On et al., 2018). Because most amplification methods introduce 179 

bias, it is challenging to study viromic data quantitatively at present (Parras-Moltó et al., 2018; Fan 180 

et al., 2021). Here, a REPLI-g Cell WGA and WTA Kit (150052, Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), which 181 

is based on the multiple displacement amplification (MDA) method, was used to uniformly amplify 182 
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the genomes (WGA) and transcriptomes (WTA) (Hosono et al., 2003; Pan et al., 2013; Picher et al., 183 

2016). MDA has many significant advantages over other amplification methods, such as replicating 184 

up to 70 kb, more even coverage, and 1000-fold higher fidelity than Taq polymerase amplification 185 

(Hosono et al., 2003; Stepanauskas et al., 2017), which make MDA widely used in virome studies.  186 

To better compare the RNA and DNA virus communities, we used WGA and WTA methods to 187 

construct libraries in four batches of mixed tissues, which accounted for 70% (38/54) of all libraries 188 

(Table S1). RT-WGA is a modified protocol that simultaneously amplifies DNA and RNA (Wei et 189 

al., 2018b; Li et al., 2019). In this study, 14 libraries were constructed based on RT-WGA, including 190 

hemolymph and mixed tissue samples (Table S1). The steps for the WGA, WTA, and RT-WGA were 191 

according to the online protocols (dx.doi.org/10.17504/protocols.io.m5vc866). For WTA, there is a 192 

“DNA wipeout” step before reverse transcription that aims to remove DNA altogether, but this step 193 

is not part of the WGA and RT-WGA protocols. Compared with WTA and RT-WGA, the WGA 194 

protocol skips the reverse transcription reaction to avoid amplifying RNA in the downstream 195 

reaction. In addition, two other samples were directly subjected to random shotgun library 196 

preparation using a Nextera XT DNA Library Preparation Kit (Illumina) following the standard 197 

manufacturer’s protocol. Because of the limited data quality and sample number, these two libraries 198 

were not included in the following diversity analysis. 199 

2.4 Library construction and sequencing  200 

Amplified DNA was quantified by gel electrophoresis and Nanodrop 2000 spectrophotometer 201 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) and randomly sheared by ultrasound sonication (Covaris M220) to 202 

produce fragments ≤800-bp long. The sticky ends were repaired, and adapters were added using T4 203 
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DNA polymerase (M4211, Promega, USA), Klenow DNA Polymerase (KP810250, Epicentre), and 204 

T4 polynucleotide kinase (EK0031, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). Fragments of 300–800 bp 205 

were collected after electrophoresis. After amplification, libraries were pooled and subjected to 150 206 

bp, 250 bp, or 300 bp paired-end sequencing on Novaseq 6000, HiSeq X ten, and Miseq platforms 207 

(Illumina, USA). Considering the RT-WGA libraries were likely to have higher virus diversity than 208 

the WGA and WTA libraries (Wei et al., 2018a), they were sequenced with higher depth and also 209 

produced better assembly results (Table S1). 210 

2.5 Virus detection and quantification based on reference viral 211 

genomes 212 

Instead of using the traditional read alignment tools such as BLAST, BWA, and Bowtie2, we used 213 

FastViromeExplorer (Tithi et al., 2018), which was developed for fast and accurate virus detection 214 

and quantification in metagenomics data. FastViromeExplorer filters the alignment results based on 215 

minimal coverage criteria and the minimal number of mapped reads and accurately reports virus 216 

types and relative abundances. The Kallisto (version 0.43.1) method, integrated with 217 

FastViromeExplorer, was used with the default settings to map clean reads against three reference 218 

databases: the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Reference Sequence (RefSeq) 219 

database, Global Ocean Virome database (GOV; Roux et al., 2016), and the Integrated Microbial 220 

Genome/Virus (IMG/VR) system, separately, to generate a reference abundance table. The RefSeq 221 

database contained 14,042 viral genomes or genome segments (update till 30 May 2019), GOV 222 

(Roux et al., 2016) includes 298,383 epipelagic and mesopelagic viral contigs, and IMG/VR 223 

contains 125,842 metagenomic viral contigs of the set of sequences collected from the Joint Genome 224 
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Institute “earth virome” study (Paez-Espino et al., 2016). 225 

2.6 Virus detection and quantification based on de novo assembly 226 

(vOTU annotation) 227 

High-quality clean reads were generated using Fastp (version 0.20.0) (Chen et al., 2018), (options: 228 

--correction, --trim_poly_g, --trim_poly_x, --overrepresentation_analysis, --trim_front1=16, --229 

trim_tail1=2, and --length_required=50) and reads that matched the Illumina sequencing adapters 230 

were removed (option: --detect_adapter_for_pe). The clean reads in libraries that were in the same 231 

assembly group were pooled and assembled using Megahit (version 1.2.9) (Li et al., 2015) with the 232 

default settings. Only contigs longer than 800 bp were kept. To detect low abundant contigs, clean 233 

reads that did not map back to the first round of assembled contigs were reassembled for two 234 

additional rounds, then all remaining reads were pooled and assembled together. Contigs from all 235 

four assembly rounds were pooled, and clustered at 97% global average nucleotide identity with at 236 

least 90% overlap of the shorter contig using cd-hit-est (version 4.8.1) (options: -aS 0.9 -c 0.97 -G 237 

1 -M 0 -T 0 -g 1), resulting in 3,347,421 nonredundant contigs (Fig. 1A). 238 

Diamond (Buchfink et al., 2015) is a state-of-the-art method that can annotate sequences with 239 

high precision and speed. Compared with BLAST searches against virus only databases, BLAST 240 

searches against the NCBI nr database of nonredundant protein sequences can significantly lower 241 

the number of false positive results (Nouri et al., 2018; Yao et al., 2020). However, BLAST has 242 

relatively low accuracy for short fragments (Jiang et al., 2011) and it cannot be used for sequences 243 

that have no similarity. Although, it is possible to dig deeper into the “dark matter” by combining 244 

multiple virus mining tools, such as CheckV (Nayfach et al., 2021) and VirSorter2 (Guo et al., 2021), 245 
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identifying and classifying suspected viral sequences is challenging because there is a lack of 246 

adequate credible annotations (Handley et al., 2019). Given these challenges, the nonredundant 247 

contigs were annotated only using Diamond (version 0.9.24.125, options: -e 1e-10, --max-target-248 

seqs 50) against the NCBI nr database (as of 11 July 2019). Among them, 728,784 (21.77%) of the 249 

total contigs were annotated as viral origin (i.e., vOTUs). Among them, 7.68% were Eukaryota, 250 

0.34% were Archeae, 21.59% were bacteria, and 0.82% were unclassified cellular organisms, and 251 

47.89% unknown origin (Fig. 1A). FastViromeExplorer was used with default settings to map the 252 

clean reads against the vOTU contigs to obtain the vOTUs abundance table. 253 

2.7 Viral genome integrity, taxonomy, and auxiliary metabolic 254 

genes analysis 255 

The viral genome completeness of assigned contigs was tested using CheckV (version 0.7.0) and 256 

its associated database (Nayfach et al., 2021). After removing false positive contigs that matched 257 

more host genes than viral genes, 3,473 nearly complete viral genomes were obtained. 258 

Three methods (Diamond, vContact2, and PhaGCN) were used to determine the taxonomy of the 259 

viral contigs at the family level. Diamond annotations were further processed using two scripts 260 

(daa2rma and rma2info) in MEGAN6 (Huson et al., 2016) with default parameters, and parsed to 261 

taxonomy annotations. The advantage of Diamond is that there is no minimum length requirement 262 

for query sequences; however, it has three drawbacks: low accuracy, low annotation rates, and 263 

inaccurate taxonomy of NCBI. PhaGCN is a novel semi-supervised learning model that combines 264 

the strengths of a BLAST-based model and learning-based model using a knowledge graph (Shang 265 

et al., 2017). For comparison purposes, only vOTUs that were longer than 10 kb were analyzed 266 
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using PhaGCN and vContact2 with default parameters. 267 

To mine the auxiliary metabolic genes (AMGs) from DOV, Vibrant v1.2.1 (Kieft and 268 

Anantharaman, 2020) was used. Salmon v1.5.2 (Patro et al., 2017) was used with default settings to 269 

map clean reads against the AMG dataset to obtain the AMGs abundance table. 270 

2.8 Viral contamination assessment 271 

The experimental preparation for viromic sequencing involves the use of various reagents, many 272 

of which have been proved to carry contaminated viral sequences of unknown origin (Holmes, 2019). 273 

The extent of viral contamination in common laboratory components, especially viruses with small 274 

single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) genomes, has been reported previously (Asplund et al., 2019; 275 

Ashleigh et al., 2021). 276 

To assess the viral contaminant level in this study, all the 3,347,421 nonredundant contigs (≥800 277 

bp; not only viral contigs) in DOV were used as queries in a BLASTN search (with the parameters 278 

set as 95% identity and 95% query coverage) against the approximately 500 contaminant viral 279 

sequences reported by Asplund et al. (2019) and Ashleigh et al. (2021). We found very little evidence 280 

of viral contamination; no sequences matched with 100% identity, no expected circoviruses or RNA 281 

viruses were detected, and most of the alignments were with dsDNA phages (Additional file 1). The 282 

3,473 near-complete viral genomes were used as queries in the same BLASTN search, but no 283 

matches were found. We also used Salmon (v1.5.2) to map all the clean reads in the DOV libraries 284 

to the contaminant viral sequences. The mapping rates for most of these libraries were <0.01% 285 

(Additional file 2), which is consistent with the BLASTN results. 286 
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2.9 Viral community and statistical analysis 287 

In this study, the FPKM (Fragments Per Kilobase per Million) value was used to represent the 288 

relative abundance of the reference viral genomes, vOTUs, and AMGs. On the basis of the FPKM-289 

transformed abundance table, R and Excel were used to analyze the corresponding viral diversity 290 

and community structures. The vegan and ggplots R packages were used to calculate α-diversity 291 

indexes and plot the nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) 292 

and TukeyHSD were used to test the differences between groups with the significance level set at 293 

0.05. For the procrustes analysis, the characteristic axis coordinates of NMDS were extracted as the 294 

input of the procrustes() function, and the protest() function was used to perform the substitution 295 

test to evaluate the significance of the results. 296 

For core species analysis, vOTUs with >10% relative abundance and detected in >50% of the 297 

libraries were defined as core species, and the top 5000 abundant vOTUs were taken as the nodes 298 

for co-correlation network analysis. The correlation between nodes was calculated by Spearman’s 299 

rank correlation coefficient; the threshold of correlation coefficient (r) was set at 0.7 and the 300 

significance parameter (p) was set at 0.01. According to the constructed network graph file, the 301 

topological attributes (degree and closeness centrality) of the corresponding nodes are calculated. 302 

Based on topological properties, the core vOTU in the viral community were inferred. The 303 

Fruchterman Reingold layout in Gephi (version 0.9.2) was used to visualize the network. 304 
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3 Result and discussion 305 

3.1 Overview of the Dataset of Oyster Virome (DOV) 306 

For this study, we collected 35 samples of mixed tissue or hemolymph from C. hongkongensis at 307 

nine time points from seven major oyster farming areas along the coast of South China (Fig. 1, Table 308 

S1). Fifty-four oyster virome libraries were constructed using three primary amplification methods 309 

(WTA, WGA, and RT-WGA) and sequenced (Table S1). A total of 3,347,421 nonredundant contigs 310 

(≥800 bp) were obtained after assembly. Among them, 728,784 (21.77%) were annotated as viral 311 

origin by an alignment-based method (Fig. 1A), which we called the DOV. The viral contigs were 312 

assembled mainly from the RT-WGA libraries of hemolymph samples with higher sequencing 313 

coverages (Fig. 1B). Rarefaction curves (Fig. 1C) show that the sequencing depths were sufficient, 314 

and the vOTU numbers in the WTA libraries were the lowest among all the libraries. 315 

Notably, the ratio of viral reads (mapping rate) varied a lot depending on the reference databases 316 

that were searched (Fig. 1E). The mapping rate of de novo assembled vOTUs (29.81%) was much 317 

higher than the mapping rates of the RefSeq (NCBI viral reference genomes) (3.50%) and the 318 

RefSeq plus two other public virus datasets (GOV and IMG/VR) (12.06%) (Fig. 1E, Table S1). The 319 

high mapping rates of vOTUs confirmed that the VLPs enrichment protocol was effective (Wei et 320 

al., 2018b; Liu et al., 2019), and filter-feeding oysters can efficiently accumulate environmental 321 

particles, including largely unknown viruses (Bedford et al., 1978; Olalemi et al., 2016). To our 322 

knowledge, this is the biggest viral metagenomic dataset for any marine animal currently available. 323 
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3.2 Taxonomy of DOV 324 

Viruses in order Caudovirales dominated the oyster virome (Figs. 2, S1), just as they dominate 325 

the public dataset and culture collections (Kauffman et al., 2018). Siphoviridae (28.5%–30.61%), 326 

Podoviridae (13.46%–42.52%), and Myoviridae (18.36%–29.61%) were the top three Caudovirales 327 

families in the DOV (Fig. 2A–C). Because of a primary bias of MDA, circular ssDNA viruses 328 

(including Microviridea and Circoviridea) accounted for only 2.23% of all the viruses (Fig. S1), 329 

which means their diversity is much lower than the diversity of the dsDNA viruses in DOV. 330 

Consistent with the rarefaction curves (Fig. 1C), RNA viruses accounted for only 0.68% (4,958 331 

vOTUs) of all the viruses in DOV (Figs. 1D, S1), and DNA viruses dominated at all the sampling 332 

sites (Fig. 1D). 333 

Diamond annotation of short contigs has limited accuracy (Jiang et al., 2011), and a large 334 

proportion of them (34.88%) could not be assigned at the family level (Fig. S1). For the long contigs 335 

(≥10 kb), PhaGCN successfully classified 6,362 out of 8,760 vOTUs (Fig. 2B), which far exceeded 336 

the number classified by vContact2 (214/8,760) (Fig. 2C). Among them, Siphoviridae, Podoviridae, 337 

and Myoviridae accounted for 31,12%, 23.37%, and 24.81% of the vOTUs, respectively, and the 338 

unassigned vOTUs decreased to 11.46% (Fig. 2D). vContact2 clusters were consistent with the color 339 

scheme of the PhaGCN families and their sources, which further proved the consistency of the two 340 

results (Fig. 2D). Impressively, the DOV nodes accounted for 74.58% of the with vOTUs, whereas 341 

the RefSeq nodes account for only 25.42% of the RefSeq viral genomes in the vContact2 network 342 

(Fig. 2E), indicating that current knowledge about the ocean virosphere is insufficient. Oysters and 343 

other filter-feeding bivalves may act as viral hotspots and play invisible but essential roles in 344 

regulating the marine microbiome. 345 
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3.3 Near-complete viral genomes 346 

The integrity of the virus genomes was evaluated using CheckV (Nayfach et al., 2021). A total of 347 

3,473 viral contigs with >90% genomic completeness (including full-length genomes) were 348 

identified (Figs. 3, S2, Table S2). Their genome lengths ranged from 1,206–60,277 bp, and the GC 349 

content ranged from 24.74%–65.70% (Fig. 3). Their identity with known viral proteins was 350 

generally low (0%–40%) (Fig. S2), indicating that most of the contigs belonged to new viral 351 

categories. Only 16 of the genomes clustered with nonredundant reference genomes using CheckV 352 

at 95% average nucleotide identity and 70% alignment fraction of contig. Therefore, we considered 353 

that unclassified and unknown viruses accounting for 66.9% (2,369) of the genomes at the family 354 

classification level (Table S2).  355 

The classified genomes belonged to at least 11 DNA virus families. Those in order Caudovirales 356 

included Podoviridae (45), Sipoviridae (43), Myoviridae (14), and Autograhpiviridae (8) (Fig. S2). 357 

Circoviridae (order Cirlivirales) and Microviridae (order Petitvirales) were the most abundant 358 

families, accounting for 11.27% (399) and 6.98% (247) of the classified genomes, respectively (Fig. 359 

S2, Table S2). Moreover, in the viral proteomic phylogenetic tree, Circoviridae branches were 360 

widely dispersed and mixed with unannotated branches (Fig. 3), implying that many putative 361 

circovirus clades are yet to be identified. All known hosts of circoviruses are in clade Bilateria in 362 

kingdom Animalia (Virus-Host Database, May 2021). Whether these circoviruses are pathogens or 363 

live as symbionts in oyster hosts, and their diversity and evolutionary position in primitive bivalves 364 

need further study. 365 
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3.4 Comparisons among amplification strategies 366 

MDA introduces bias by prioritizing circular ssDNA genome (Binga et al., 2008), and this may 367 

have led to the >80% abundance of circular ssDNA virus in several libraries in this study (Fig. S3). 368 

Parras-Moltó et al. (2018) found that ordination plots based on dissimilarities among vOTU profiles 369 

showed perfect overlapping of related amplified and unamplified viromes and strong separation 370 

from unrelated viromes, which showed that MDA can be used for community studies. In this study, 371 

WGA and WTA amplified libraries were scattered into different clusters (Fig. 4A–C). Because RT-372 

WGA simultaneously amplifies both DNA and RNA genomes (Fig. S3), the RT-WGA libraries 373 

overlapped with the WGA and WTA libraries in the NMDS plot (Fig. 4A). However, the higher 374 

variation of richness and Shannon indexes for the RT-WGA libraries (Fig. S4A-C) implies a 375 

corresponding increase in the community’s complexity. 376 

Different MDA strategies can efficiently target different genomes, because the vOTUs of RNA 377 

viruses in the WTA libraries significantly outnumber those in the WGA libraries, and vice versa for 378 

the DNA viruses (Fig. S4D, E). Although the differences in α-diversity indexes were not very 379 

significant, similar rules still exist (Fig. S4A–C), which is consistent with previous obversions (Figs. 380 

1C, S1). It seems to be common that the diversity of DNA viruses in nature and public databases is 381 

higher than the diversity of RNA viruses (Roux et al., 2021; Rosario et al., 2018; Levin et al., 2017). 382 

The extremely high mutation rates of RNA genomes challenged the accuracy of alignment-based 383 

detections (Holmes, E. C., 2009; Shi et al., 2016). The instability of RNA genomes and potential 384 

amplification bias further complicated the comparisons among amplification strategies. However, 385 

quantitively comparing the diversity and abundance among RNA and DNA viruses in the real world 386 

will be very interesting (Holmes, E. C., 2011; Zhu et al., 2021; Steward et al., 2013). 387 
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3.5 Influences on the viral community 388 

We further evaluated the correlation among various community parameters, including the 389 

quantity and quality of sequencing reads, the vOTU counts, the ratio of viral reads or host reads, 390 

and the diversity indexes (Fig. 4D). The α- or β-diversities correlated well between the reference-391 

based and the vOTU-based virus detection methods (Fig. 4B, D), which indicates that both 392 

community-deciphering approaches apply to this study. Although the reference-based method was 393 

not sensitive enough, it can still provide basic information about communities as long as the 394 

reference dataset is large and relevant. Besides amplification, differences between tissue groups 395 

were also prominent (Fig. 4A; higher F-value), but they are not discussed here because the tissue 396 

was not the only variable in the designed cohort batches and groups (Table S1). Rather, this study 397 

focused on the influences of three factors, health status, sampling site, and sampling date, on 398 

communities in parallel cohorts (Fig. 4). 399 

Diverse communities have a higher ability to resist invasion by exotic species than simple 400 

communities (Levine & D’Antonio 1999). A decrease in the α-diversity of a microbial community 401 

is usually associated with disease in the host, including human, mouse, and some marine 402 

invertebrates (shrimp, oyster, and sea cucumber) (Petersen and Round, 2014; Sandra et al., 2020). 403 

However, we did not detect the expected differences in α- or β-diversity between moribund and 404 

healthy groups in any of the libraries (Fig. S5A) or in the parallel cohorts (Fig. S5B). Nevertheless, 405 

we did observe consistent correlations between α-diversity and virus abundance (mapping ratio of 406 

viral reads) in many groups, including the WGA, WTA, tissue, and all libraries (Fig. S6). The high 407 

abundance and low diversity imply that one or a few viruses dominate the host, which is associated 408 

with infection (Shi et al., 2016; Zinter et al., 2019; Chiu et al., 2019). Given this, the α-diversity of 409 
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the virome could be a feasible criterion for demonstrating a causal link between the presence of a 410 

virus and the onset of disease in bivalve mollusks. 411 

Geographical origin (site) also substantially influenced the community. Samples from the same 412 

location tended to aggregate, and significant differences in α-diversity were observed in the WGA 413 

and WTA groups (Figure S7). The influence of the habitat on the microbiome of the host has been 414 

reported in many animals (Ge et al., 2021; Krotman et al., 2020; Sandri et al., 2020; Su et al., 2020), 415 

and environmental variations may be one of the reasons for differences in α-diversity (Oetama et 416 

al., 2016). However, unlike freely swimming fish, oysters are sedentary and filter large volumes of 417 

the surrounding water daily (Bedford, 1978; Olalemi et al., 2016). The influence of site on the 418 

viromic community was weaker than that of the time point (Fig. 4A), and this was reflected in the 419 

proportion of unique vOTUs (i.e., those that were detected only in one group) (Fig. S8). The 420 

relatively high proportion of unique vOTUs in the time period groups implies that viral communities 421 

are dynamic with time, and the low proportion of unique vOTUs indicates that viruses actively 422 

communicate among locations. However, because of the limited sample number and the diversity 423 

of host species, these results need further verification. 424 

3.6 Core species and AMG diversity 425 

Core species are an essential concept in ecology and play critical roles in maintaining community 426 

structure (Berg et al., 2020). However, it is not clear whether core species exist in viral communities. 427 

Here we defined core species according to conventional standards and found two different patterns 428 

in oyster viromes. For the DNA virus community, the pattern is quite similar to that of the 429 

microbiome. The abundance of core species was close to 80% in the WGA libraries, but they 430 
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accounted for 20% or less of the total vOTU counts (Fig. 5A, B). For the RNA virus community, 431 

the richness was low, and therefore the abundance of core species was close to 100% in some 432 

libraries (Fig. 5A, B). The co-occurrence network further proves that the core species also occupied 433 

core positions in the network (Fig. 5C). Furthermore, their degree (Fig. 5E) and closeness centrality 434 

(Fig. 5F) were significantly higher than those of other viral species. These results suggest that the 435 

viral community has a core differentiation mechanism similar to that of cellular microorganisms. 436 

Whether the core species in the oysters are independent or a reflection of the core species in the 437 

water environment is an interesting question. 438 

Viruses not only directly regulate the microbial community by killing their hosts but also play 439 

essential roles in metabolic regulation in the marine ecosystem (Suttle, 2005; Breitbart et al., 2012; 440 

Breitbart et al., 2018). Of the AMGs, 9,091 were assigned to 12 KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of 441 

Genes and Genomes) pathways, and 98 pathways were identified among the viruses in the DOV 442 

(Table S3). Among them, pathways associated with the metabolism of cofactors and vitamins, amino 443 

acids, energy, and carbohydrates were significantly enriched (Fig. S9A), which is similar to the 444 

results obtained for other marine viromes (Castelán-Sánchez et al., 2020; Hurwitz et al., 2016; 445 

Hurwitz et al., 2013). The AMG community (Fig. S9B) showed consistency with the vOTU 446 

community (Fig. S9C), and the richness and Shannon index showed positive correlations between 447 

the two communities (Figs. 4D, S9D, S9E). These findings indicate that the oyster viromic function 448 

was closely related to that of the species community. However, whether the function determines the 449 

community or the community determines the function cannot be answered in this study. Besides, 450 

the previous finding that viruses with large genomes tend to encode more AMGs than viruses with 451 

small genomes and provide ecological functions beyond sustaining basic infection and proliferation 452 
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(Jiang et al., 2020) is supported by the results shown in Fig. S9F. 453 

4 Conclusions 454 

The DOV is a comprehensive viromic dataset with high resolution that records the vast diversity 455 

and uniqueness of viruses associated with filter-feeding bivalves. This viromic dataset highlights 456 

the potential of studying marine animals to discover the hidden marine virosphere of either viral 457 

pathogens of the host or environmental viruses ingested and stored by the host. Although further 458 

work is need to identify the novel viruses, including circoviruses, RNA viruses, and potential oyster 459 

pathogens, this study provides a new perspective for studying and understanding the virome 460 

community and its function in marine animals. 461 
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Figures

Figure 1

Overview of the Dataset of Oyster Virome (DOV). (A) De novo assembly and annotation pipeline. (B)
Sankey diagram of the relationship among different batches and groups. The height of the black vertical
bars proportionally represent the number of viral contigs (vOTUs) assembled under teach group. (C)
Rarefaction curves of the oyster viromic libraries. RT-WGA, reverse transcription and whole genome
ampli�cation; WGA, whole genome ampli�cation; WTA whole transcriptome ampli�cation. (D) Sampling
site distribution map and the number of detected vOTUs from each site. The radius of the pie chart
indicates the number of DNA, RNA, and unclassi�ed vOTUs. (E) Mapping rates of viral reads in total clean
reads. RefSeq, NCBI viral RefSeq genomes (release June 2019); GOV (release July 2020), Global Ocean
Virome dataset; IMG/VR (release January 2018), a database of cultured and uncultured DNA viruses and
retroviruses maintained by the Joint Genome Institute; vOTU, de novo assembled vOTUs in the DOV. ****
indicates p <0.0001 (Student's t-test between the three mapping rates).



Figure 2

Taxonomy classi�cation of the Dataset of Oyster Virome (DOV) at the family level. (A–C) Pie charts
showing the proportion of different viral families in the total viral contigs (vOTUs) longer than 800 bp.
The vOTUs were classi�ed using Diamond (v0.9.14) (A), and vOTUs longer than 10 kb were classi�ed
using PhaGCN (B) and vContact2 (C). The numbers in parentheses indicate the number of vOTU
successfully classi�ed/total number of vOTU. (D, E) vContact2 networks constructed with vOTUs and
NCBI RefSeq viral genomes (release June 2019) longer than 10 kb showing they have the same topology.
The colors of the nodes indicate different PhaGCN families (D), and their sources (E). n, total number of
nodes in vContact2 networks. The percentage of each family or source in (D) is listed after corresponding
legends.



Figure 3

Viral proteomic phylogenetic tree of complete and near-complete viral genomes in the Dataset of Oyster
Virome (DOV). The viral genomes were clustered based on their mutual amino acid identity using
ViPTreeGen (v1.1.2). The layers from inside to outside show (1) the warning message of CheckV, (2) GC
content of the viral genomes, (3) CheckV evaluation methods of genome completeness, (4) log10 value
of genomic length, (5) percentage of genome completeness evaluated by CheckV, (6) viral families in
order Caudovirales predicted by PhaGCN, and (7) viral families and non-viral annotations of all the
genomes obtained by BLAST searches of the results from Diamond (v0.9.14.115) against the NCBI
nonredundant protein sequence (nr) database (release November 2019).



Figure 4

Viral community in the Dataset of Oyster Virome (DOV). (A) Nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS)
analysis shows the clusters of DOV libraries according to ampli�cation groups. Nonparametric
multivariate analysis of variance (permanova) was used. RT-WGA, reverse transcription and whole
genome ampli�cation; WGA, whole genome ampli�cation; WTA whole transcriptome ampli�cation. (B)
Procrustes analysis of NMDS coordinates of viral communities based on comparisons of reference
genomes (RefSeq, GOV, and IMG/VR) and de novo assembled viral contigs (vOTUs). (C) Heatmap of DOV
vOTUs. The vOTUs clustered by the Euclidean method and colored by the viral genome types (dsDNA,
ssDNA, RNA, and unclassi�ed) are shown on the Y-axis. The DOV libraries ordered by ampli�cation
strategy (WGA, RT_WGA, and WTA) and tissue origin (hemolymph and mixed tissue) are shown on the X-
axis. (D) Correlation matrix of oyster viral communities. Red labels (10), diversity indexes, viral reads ratio,
and vOTU counts based on vOTUs mapping results; black labels (7), quality related parameters of library
construction and sequencing; blue labels (4), diversity indexes and viral ratio based on the reference
genomes (RefSeq, GOV, and IMG/VR) mapping results; green labels (3): diversity indexes based on the
auxiliary metabolic genes (AMGs) mapping results.

Figure 5



Core species (vOTUs) analysis of the Dataset of Oyster Virome (DOV). (A, B) Percentage of core vOTUs
counts (A) and percentage of core vOTUs abundance (B) in different oyster viromic assembly groups (x-
axis). Blue, whole transcriptome ampli�cation (WTA) assembly groups; red, reverse transcription and
whole genome ampli�cation (RT-WGA) assembly groups; green, whole genome ampli�cation (WGA)
assembly groups. (C) Co-occurrence network of core (orange dots) and non-core (blue dots) vOTUs based
on Spearman’s correlation analysis (Spearman coe�cient >0.7, p <0.01). (D, E) Topological parameters of
nodes of degree (D) and closeness centrality (E)showing they were signi�cantly different between the
core and non-core vOTUs based on Wilcoxon rank sum test (**** P <0.0001)
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